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Introduction after the october revolution, well-known constitutional legal scholar and, at the same time, member of the Bolshevik Party mikhail reisner, at the suggestion of vladimir lenin, became the head of the department of legislative projects, a department which he himself created under his own initiative at the People's Commissariat of Justice. in 1918, it was precisely in this post that reisner participated in the drafting of the first Soviet Constitution.
Questions about the preparation of the first soviet Constitution have been analyzed in the literature quite widely, and not without criticism. various aspects of the Constitution of 1918 were discussed shortly after its adoption 1 and debate over the document still continues to the present day. 2 Taking into consideration the fact that the historiography of the issues relating to the first soviet Constitution is quite extensive, 3 and the key subject of this article, we will appeal only to the history of the drafting of the first soviet Constitution, reisner's participation in this process and his 1 confrontation with Joseph stalin over the fundamental issue of federation for the formation of the soviet state. up to now, this issue has remained in the background of the russian literature. 4 This article fills the existing historiographic vacuum.
Mikhail Reisner's Project on the Federal Form of Government in Russia
By one of the ironies of history, or maybe by just a historical accident, the real work on the draft of russia's first constitution began on 1 April 1918. on that day, the chairman of the all-russian Central executive Committee Yakov sverdlov, as tasked by the Central Committee of the Communist Party, presented to the Central executive Committee (surprisingly, the meeting began at 10.50 p.m.) a report on the creation of a commission to draft a constitution. 5 let us direct our attention to the very mixed backgrounds of the sixteen members of the Constitutional Commission in view of their education. no more than nine members of the Commission had university degrees, and just five of those had degrees in law. only mikhail reisner and gregory gurvich were experts in the field of state law. The Bolsheviks constituted a large majority (twelve out of sixteen) of the members of the Commission and they, of course, could not allow an uncontrolled discussion. This, in the end, predetermined whose projects and proposals were supported although it should be noted that the Commission held heated debates on many issues and above all about the dictatorship of the proletariat, the nature and functions of the soviets, the principles of the soviet Federation, etc. in the declassified memoirs of the members of the Constitutional Commission and the 4 in the scholarly works of the soviet period, reisner was presented in a negative light, almost as an enemy of the soviet state. Гурвич editor of the newspaper Izvestia (Известия) Yury steklov, we can read that the work of the Commission nevertheless took place in a friendly atmosphere. Despite the heated debates, the conversations between the members of the Commission remained companionable -everyone was eager to find the most correct solutions to the numerous issues to be dealt with by the Commission. 6 later, when recalling the work of the Constitutional Commission on the development of the draft of the Constitution, reisner noted that the material accumulated by the Commission "was embarrassingly diverse. " he wrote about this, without mentioning names: some brought to the Commission's meeting the sacred books of bourgeois science -thick volumes of such state scholars as Jellinek. others thought of creating a federation of labor syndicates in the form of soviets, a kind of an anarchist union of professional associations. still others took the extreme point of national liberation and were ready to turn the Federation of soviets into an alliance of countless russian nations from the first days. some others sought to step over the era and to get closer immediately to the threshold of a communist society. some others slavishly kept the already emerging division of the former empire into a mass of small, almost independent republics. some others ... 7 as we can see, the time of consensus had not yet come. however, the Central executive Committee kept the Commission under constant control: the Commission had to report on its work on a weekly basis. 8 We can see from the first protocol of the meeting of the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee (5 april 1918) that some members of the Commission had only a remote idea of how to approach their work on the draft of the Constitution. The members of the Commission (Berdnikov, Pokrovsky, avanesov, Bogolepov, smirnov, schreider, steklov, etc.) who spoke during the general discussion on the work on the project proposed different approaches. in particular, the discussion revolved around the issue of the structure and basis of power: to construct first the local authorities (the bottom) and then to determine the structure of supreme power, or vice versa "starting from the top. The meaningful and distinctive contributions of mikhail reisner and Joseph stalin provide some clarity to the issue.
reisner suggested that the drafting should begin with the definition of the supreme power, and only afterwards develop the regulation of its lower echelons (local councils). 10 stalin, referring to the decisions of the Third Congress, which adopted a number of documents on the federation, suggested first to define the key question as to how to understand the federal republic ("which is defined differently") and afterwards to determine the relationship between the central and local authorities. 11 after an exchange of views, it was proposed (by sverdlov) to the members of the Commission that reisner and stalin present a report on the main issue of the russian Constitution -the federation of the russian republic. it was assumed that each would write a report laying out his own vision of the issue. 12 on 10 april 1918, reisner presented his report on the main principles of the Constitution of the russian socialist Federative soviet republic (rsFsr) at the meeting of the Central executive Committee. stalin did not come to the meeting because he was otherwise busy, as it was said. let us express the historical hypothesis that this absence of stalin at the meeting on 10 april was not accidental. stalin could not present a detailed report to the Commission by virtue of his knowledge and educational background. he understood that his three short theses would look inadequate compared to the professorial report by reisner. Due to the fact that reisner had kindly presented a hard copy of his report to the members of the Commission, one of the copies reached stalin. at the meeting of the Central executive Committee held two days later on 12 april, stalin built his oral presentation on criticism of reisner's report and presented his three short theses on the federation. in this form, stalin's intellectual work had already acquired a certain conceptual image.
it is necessary to make two preliminary remarks before we set forth the essence of reisner's project, unusual and even, at first glance, extravagant.
First, let us appeal to one important statement from an article by steklov in which he wrote in particular:
The soviet system as the first state-wide experience of socialist government features such an original phenomenon in world history, that the approach to it with certain standards, borrowed from the theory and practice of traditional state law, is absolutely not necessary. 13 indeed, why was it necessary then to focus on the concept of a federation, formed in the "bourgeois" state law? 14 Did the "soviet Federation" also represent a different order? in our opinion, reisner proceeded precisely from such an assumption, which is why his project, in our view, should not be regarded as initially erroneous and simply extravagant or even avant-garde. it was a search by a scientist for a form of the government adequate to socialism, based precisely on marxist theory. We believe that in his thoughts about the construction of a fundamentally new, and the first in world history, "socialist federation" he showed himself to be a more consistent marxist than his opponents. as for the evaluation of his project, we will return to it after presenting reisner's project itself.
our second remark is that the project, presented by reisner before the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee on 10 april 1918 was not spontaneous or made hastily in five days. it represented the core ideas of his long reflections. in the period between the two revolutions of 1917, reisner published a number of works devoted to various aspects of the state structure of the new russia, including the new principles of federation-building. let us consider some of his ideas on the issue of federation. in a small work titled "revolution and Federation, " published shortly after the February revolution, 15 reisner proceeded from the assumption that national feelings were fading, the proletariat was internationalizing. he wrote, nationality and territory are the words, which combination should truly be permanently erased from the life of people. 16 he believed that in the new russia there must be a different and more important basis for the structure of the state than nationality.
in line with the marxist approach, he assumed that, The material culture precedes spiritual culture, and he put the economic organization of the country at the forefront and proposed that, For the division of russia into regions, for the organization of self-government, the economic interests should be taken into account before everything else. 17 only after the decision on questions about economic self-determination is made can questions about national self-determination be raised. it does not matter if the boundaries of a region due to economic necessity will not coincide with the boundaries of national settlement. national rights should not be tied to a piece of land. reisner believed, if you create a national formation in the framework of resettlement, it would lead to a monstrous result -an agricultural russia would be cut off from the seas -by Kyrgyzstan, the Cossack republic, ukraine, latvian and estonian regions. so, on the basis of an economic union, and where necessary the national principle, local political autonomy should be created, and in such a way the region, province, county creates for itself, within the framework of a general law, its own legislative, governmental and judicial institutions; with their help it issues the laws and its own special constitution, and it manages finances, public health, education, the police and all that is of local interest. 18 We can find similar thoughts in his pamphlet "revolution, nationality, and union system (Federation)" published in the same period. 19 he emphasized that it must not be nationality that should come first, but freedom. The national question is resolved only by freedom. and freedom is impossible without a union structure, autonomy, self-government. "The Federal republic sets free from nationality. " 20 let us note that reisner was one of the few legal scholars at the beginning of the 20 th century who interpreted the principle of federation as limiting public authority in order to protect civil liberty. 21 autocrat nation divides itself into a number of increasingly wider territorial unions, " which means limiting the people's sovereignty and the "transforming of an absolute, unlimited sovereign into a moderate and limited governor. " 22 The report by reisner to the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee became the apotheosis of his theory of socialist federalism. 23 reisner, while developing his previously expressed ideas, stated that this "federation in the spirit of socialism" could not be based on the national principle, which, in his opinion, was already losing its value under capitalism, and even more so under the conditions of socialism. he said that one can only speak about the cultural self-determination on the basis of the national principle, but not about the political one. 24 he also rejected the purely territorial principle, stating that, Territorial organization and territorial federalism absolutely cannot serve as a basis for solving state issues in the socialist republic. For our federalism is not a union of territorial governments or states, but a federation of social and economic organizations. 25 he also named "the three main forces" that should be taken into account in the organizing of the russian Federation: 1) Social-economic unions (professional, production associations, cooperatives, etc.) that acquire public-legal nature and state importance;
2) Unions of a communal type (such as the Kronshtadt and Petrograd communes), other "local territorial unions" that appeared in place of old country councils and local governments, some "small soviet organizations";
3) Pure political organizations of a "revolutionary and class nature, " leading the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat with the help of the court, army headquarters and the red army. in addition to this there are also "legislative, governmental, judicial bodies" since they are in charge of national tasks. 26 reisner finalized his plan of the russian socialist Federation organization in the following provisions:
The rsFsr is a free socialist community of all working people united in class, labor, professional, economic and political unions. These unions should form local federative communes for social economy, the organization of public life and cultural activities. such local community is called a commune.
according to reisner, the commune should become the basic unit of the federation, which did not contradict the ideas of marx, formed under the influence of the practice of the Paris Commune. at the head of each commune there is the Council of labor Deputies (according to the figurative expression of reisner "a living crystal of the proletarian dictatorship") formed from the elected representatives, who are members of the communes of economic and social unions and formations.
Communities form a federal union -a province -which is headed by a congress of communal soviets or a provincial Council of Deputies, consisting of representatives of communal soviets, as well as representatives of major unions.
several provincial federations form a regional union under the name of a regional republic (at the head of it there is a regional congress of soviets, formed from the representatives of provincial federations and the most important economic and social unions of the region).
Finally, the regional republics form a union under the name of the russian socialist Federative soviet republic, headed by the council of workers, farmers, laborers and labor Deputies of the russian Federation. 27 reisner saw the future in the formation of the rsFsr with other socialist countries for the "universal triumph of socialism, prosperity, peace and brotherhood of nations" in the union of the united socialist Federative republics. 28 at the meeting on 10 april, reisner's ideas were supported by mikhail Pokrovsky, who recognized as "valuable" the rejection of the "national moment" by reisner Id. at 49-50. The criticism of this anarcho-syndicalist idea of the federation, by the definition of reisner's opponents, was given in the literature of the "stalin period" by g.s. gurvich and others. gurvich 1923, at 25-29. s.l. ronin criticized the project by reisner in a rather rough manner, using words in the spirit of the epoch, such as "with great swagger he spoke ... ," "ugly and dangerous anarcho-syndicalist tendencies, " "direct undermining and collapse of political power ... , " etc. ronin 1948, at 76. it is interesting that some modern russian researchers recognize the form of the territorialstate structure of russia, proposed by reisner, as quite acceptable. as the basis for building a federation and the elimination of the nation's right to self-determination. 29 on the contrary, the Bolsheviks smirnov, steklov and sverdlov criticized the ideas in reisner's report and reminded him that the "transitional period" to socialism, which the country was undergoing, dictated the preservation of the national-territorial principle, 30 as well as the right of the nation to self-determination. Yet, the opponents of reisner accepted that "under socialism, " when it is built, the national principle will fade into the background, and the economic principle will rise to its full height. in other words, reisner's opponents, in fact, accepted that his project was simply ahead of its time.
in the article "The Draft of the Constitution of the russian socialist Federative soviet republic, " published in the News of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee (Известия ВЦИК) on 12 april, devoted to the review of the draft prepared by reisner, it was predicted that, in connection with the objections of some members of the Constitutional Commission, the project, for certain, would undergo significant changes. 31 and so it turned out.
The report by stalin on the same issue was considered at a meeting of the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee on 12 april. stalin began his rather tongue-tied report, as it can be described from the transcript, with criticism of reisner's position, and the main criticism of this position he saw in ignoring the transition period (in stalin's words, "This Constitution is temporary, a thing, designed for a certain period"). 32 stalin referred to the decisions of the Third Congress of soviets, emphasizing their directive nature for the Constitutional Commission, which stated that the russian republic was the Federation of soviet republics of the peoples of Russia, and the regions that make it up are distinguished by a special spirit and national composition of the population. 33 he insisted on the idea that the adoption of reisner's constitutional plan could create even more confusion in the state economy.
The principal provisions of stalin's report were formulated in the document "on the Type of Federation of the russian soviet republic":
1. The Constitution's plan, currently being drafted by the Commission, should be temporary, designed for a period of transition from the bourgeois system to the socialist system. hence, questions about the dictatorship of the proletariat and the rural poor, about the organization of power as an expression of such a dictatorship, and so on, are questions that do not attach to the established socialist system, where there will be neither classes nor an apparatus of power. 2. The starting points of the Constitution should be: on the one hand, the decision of the Third Congress of soviets on the russian soviet republic as the "Federation of soviet republics, " "the peoples of russia" and, on the other hand, the existence of areas, differing in their particular way of life and ethnic composition, in other words, the areas inhabited by different nations requiring broad autonomy on a federation basis.
3. in view of this, the subjects of the federation in russia should not be the separate cities, resolving their affairs autonomously, and not all areas in general, the economic characteristics of which (if any) should be represented by the relevant autonomous bodies of the supreme Council of the national economy, but completely certain areas, characterized by life and national composition. 34 in a sufficiently substantive and emotional response to stalin's criticism (at that time it was still allowed and safe to do so), reisner 35 first noted that he had always held the views of the Bolsheviks, even more, that in the spring of 1917 he had been against the Constituent assembly, while the Bolsheviks supported it and only later changed to his viewpoint, and, additionally, that he realized the Constitution was designed for a transitional period. reisner explained that he, like other members of the Constitutional Commission, stood for a strong central authority, but that he was concerned about the origin and the legitimacy of this authority. he insisted that the Bolsheviks had taken power not on the basis of a fist… in order for this power to be strong, it must not only have a bullet, it must have sound principles and a historical, indisputable rationale. essentially, these points, that i offered you, are nothing else, but an introduction to the reality of the constitution. 36 reisner again rejected the "bourgeois principle of the national federation" proposed by stalin and insisted on the federation of the Soviets as truly socialist, and he defined the representation in the soviets as economic and professional.
For those who denied his construction of the Federation of soviets, he threw the following words in a heated verbal attack: . not a single legal scholar of the history of the first soviet Constitution has given attention to this vivid statement made before the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee on the preparation of the draft Constitution. The authors of this article are the first to analyze these texts from the state archive of the russian Federation. 36 Id. at 9 and the following. from where are the soviets? -they come from these organizations [economic, professional] . 37 and further he threw in temper seditious words:
We have to state that the power, that exists now, is a terrible power, despotic and this power, excuse me, is not the peasant's power. Why? Because it is the power, that now, by way of the Federation, has accumulated from the places, came here, condensed at the top and performs common tasks. 38 (emphasis added) in other words, in his angry polemic reisner named one of the most important features of the new government -its ultracentralization, separation from the people. By analogy with the well-known thesis of the preamble to the u.s. Constitution of 1787, "We, the people of the united states ... ," reisner insisted on the following construction:
We, the peasant and workers, labor people ... united in a socialist-economic organization, through our soviets we execute this power in this way. 39 Further, he defended quite in the spirit of the theoretical statements of marx the idea of a commune as a "living unit, " the most important basic unit of the soviet state, "the atom of a socialist federation. " reisner specified that as a lawyer he should tend to strive for a uniform form, but being a marxist, he put real life and real interests in the first place. he saw the interests of the representatives of various soviet organizations, professional associations, socialist farms, etc., in the representation at Congresses of Councils, and he saw the socialist essence of a new type of federation, the Federation of Soviets, in this union of different units (stalin called this "chaos"). We admit that it was not at all a dogmatic approach.
inspired by the speech given by sverdlov on the freedom from party affiliation of views, the members of the Commission differed in their proposals for the structure of the soviet Constitution. They criticized both reports. schrader proposed his own report as opposing both points of view, and he called stalin's construction "typically imperialistic, typical fist" 40 (samuel ronin will later write about this episode of the discussions: 37 ГА РФ. Ф. 6980. Оп. 1. Д. 5. Л. 12 [state archive of the russian Federation, F. 6980, op. 1, D. 5, P. 12]. 38 Id. 39 Id. 40 Id. at 22. in his immodest argument against the principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat schrader stopped at nothing to call the provisions, put forward by comrade stalin, neither more nor less than "imperialist constructions. " 41 ronin proposed basing the federation on an exclusively territorial principle: to preserve the former division into governorates, counties and townships (almost a century later this plan, touted as "original, " was put forward by the liberal Democratic Party of russia (lDPr) (ЛДПР) party leader vladimir Zhirinovsky).
Bogolepov supported the principle of centralization and clear borders of competence between the center and the local areas. 42 Berdnikov declared himself a supporter of a unitary republic. 43 latsis definitely supported stalin. 44 only the intellectual mikhail Pokrovsky, in general, supported reisner's proposal. 45 at this meeting of the Constitutional Commission, reisner put forward a new "draft resolution on the general debate. " he sought recognition of the following key points: 1. The full authority of the supreme power in the russian socialist Federative soviet republic belongs to the union of all workers, peasants, laborers, labor Cossacks, etc.
2. in order to exercise this power, the workers create soviets and Congresses of soviets of workers, peasants and other labor deputies.
3. soviets and Congresses are divided into rural, parish, county, city, provincial, regional and central or common for the entire russian socialist Federative soviet republic. 4. each soviet or Congress of soviets exercises its power within the boundaries of a particular locality and within the limits established by this Constitution.
5. soviets and Congresses of the soviets form within the borders of the russian territory a single and indivisible federation, which is called the russian socialist Federative soviet republic. Id. at 28-31. 44 Id. at 35. 45 Id. at 32-34. of socialism, the prosperity of the world and the brotherhood of nations, is included in their highest federal union of the united socialist Federative soviet republics as a full member, on the basis of equality and freedom. 46 at the next meeting of the Constitutional Commission on 19 april the debate on the projects of reisner (seven points) and stalin (three points) continued. reisner's project was again supported by Pokrovsky and Berdnikov; steklov favored the adoption of reisner's project with several addendums from stalin's project. 47 The same amicable position was demonstrated by reisner himself, who said that it was possible to combine his project and some of the provisions of stalin's project. But most importantly, reisner referred to the authoritative work of lenin -"state and revolution" -wherein, as it turned out, the form of federation that he proposed is mentioned. 48 stalin still desperately and adamantly defended his project through criticism of reisner's project, calling its design a "bacchanalia of the federation. " 49 v.a. avanesov supported stalin's project. of stalin's project he said that it "gives a completely definite answer, the answer to the question, what should the federation be that we are going to build, while the project of comrade mikhail reisner does not give such an answer, " for it suggests the federation which essentially cannot include any national units. 50 sverdlov supported stalin's project in his speech. he stated that the draft prepared by reisner was not acceptable as a basis for the general provisions of the Constitution, but some of its articles could be used in the relevant sections of the Constitution. 51 Thus, following the discussion at the Constitutional Commission meeting of the all-russian Central executive Committee on 19 april 1918, a vote was taken on three projects: stalin's, reisner's and the project of the maximalist socialist revolutionaries. 46 ГА РФ. Ф. 6980. Оп. 1. Д. 6. Л. 42 [state archive of the russian Federation, F. 6980, op. 1, D. 6, P. 42]. it is interesting that maximalist socialist revolutionary Berdnikov supported reisner's project, explaining that he had already freed himself from the "boundless federation. " Berdnikov proposed including in reisner's draft the first section of the draft Constitution developed by the maximalist socialist revolutionaries. 47 Id. at 2-4. 48 ГА РФ. Ф. 6980. Оп. 1. Д. 6. Л. 6-7 [state archive of the russian Federation, F. 6980, op. 1, D. 6, P. 6-7]. later (in 1948) s.l. ronin will write that, "Comrade stalin has most energetically exposed the arrogant attempt of reisner to refer in support of his project of the 'communal federation' to the work of v.i. lenin's State and Revolution. " stalin indicated a negative assessment given to the project by reisner by lenin as worthless and harmful. ronin 1948, at 83. in fact, stalin said the following: "here [reisner] refers to Comrade lenin. i allowed myself to note that, as far as i know, and i know it well, lenin said that this project [reisner's] reisner's project received three votes; stalin's project received five votes. 52 Mikhail Reisner lacked two votes to turn the history of Soviet Russia in a completely different direction.
During the article-by-article discussion of the draft prepared by stalin, structural and editorial amendments and clarifications were made, including the principal one: it was suggested not to use the word "federal" in the text at all (the vote was four in favor and four against, thus the suggested amendment did not pass). 53 reisner saw the direction in which the discussion was going and made a desperate attempt to return to the normal order of work. he gave an impassioned speech, which we consider necessary to present virtually in full:
i have to say that i am immensely embarrassed personally by this order of discussion, which is currently going on, because the concepts that have now been voted for and were included in the draft that comrade stalin presented, for the most part are not found there ... now i must say that it is not completely clear to me, for example, i follow with the greatest tension and cannot understand the thoughts of the author who introduced these clauses.
[it was stalin.] now i listen to his motivation and i clearly see a whole series of uncoordinated thoughts, where i don't find the slightest point of logic, which contradict from the beginning to the end, which all the time go back to the fundamental question, which i don't know, whether they decided or not. i must say that i cannot blame individual comrades, because now we are confronted with an issue of immense importance, i am afraid to say that we are not aware of the responsibility that we bear now, we don't cook this or that machine for practical purposes in a light kitchen. We faced an extremely important, serious task, the creation of the first socialist Constitution, the question of socialism and state power and the proletariat. in these articles we must establish the basic principle of the state, thereby establishing the workers' councils of deputies and congresses, and what happens? now we confuse everything, being like the blind in a few ... [here, there is an omission in the text.] 54 52 not identified in the transcript of the meeting. 53 at the same time, stalin proposed to exclude Cossacks from the description of the social composition of society (workers and poor peasants), since they form a social category, not a class ("What are Cossacks -a special kind of social category; … not necessary ... " Id. at 15). reisner objected, pointing out that they do not form just a social category, that among the Cossacks there are many descendants of the ancient clans, and that this is an agricultural population. They were excluded. First, on paper, and in the 1920s the soviet government carried out "work" to exclude them materially (mass repressions against the Cossacks in the mid-1920s). The ancestors of both of the authors of this article -Terek and Don Cossacks -suffered. 54 Id. at 23-24.
The authors of this article believe that this was one of the best speeches made during the preparation of the draft of the first soviet Constitution.
The text of the general provisions of the Constitution of the rsFsr, approved by the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee, in particular, stated the following:
2. The russian republic is a free socialist society of all the working people of russia, united in urban and rural Deputy soviets.
3. Deputy Councils of the regions, differing in special way of life and national composition, are united in autonomous regional unions, headed by regional congresses of the soviets and their executive bodies. 4. regional soviet unions unite on the basis of a federation into the russian socialist republic, which is headed by the all-russian Congress of soviets, and in the period between congresses -the all-russian Central executive Committee.
This document, published on 25 april in the newspaper News of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee, was included in the final text of the rsFsr Constitution of 1918 (arts. 9-12).
When evaluating the draft fundamentals of the russian socialist Federation proposed by reisner, we consider it our duty, first of all, to put aside the unfounded accusations against reisner which asserted that his project would mean the destruction of the soviet power and was in practice an "anti-leninist" project. 55 Fortunately, in recent years researchers have sought to understand calmly and objectively the essence of the project on the federation authored by reisner. and there we see the range of opinions. so, according to s.F. udartsev, the structure of reisner's project on the federation was reminiscent in some features of the projects on the federation of m.a. Bakunin and P.a. Kropotkin (i.e. anarchist, in essence). With all the differences in the views of Kropotkin and reisner, they nevertheless in common believed to organize a federation on the most decentralized basis and "bottom-up." 56 P.a. ol and r.a. romashov stated that reisner spoke from the standpoint of the ethnocultural concept of the nation and pursued the idea of implementing national legal personality in an extraterritorial form. 57 To the contrary, 55 For example, s.l. ronin wrote: "in contrast to the reisner project, the implementation of which would have meant a direct undermining and collapse of the political power of the working class, Comrade stalin especially stressed the conclusion about the vital need for a strong and powerful dictatorship of the proletariat ... " (emphasis added). ronin 1948, at 80. a.n. lebedev 58 believed that, generally, reisner fully shared the point of view of the outstanding pre-revolutionary russian federal scientist a.s. Yashchenko, who stated that any national, fragmenting federalism is only the extreme expression of provincialism, a relic of the stage of the political life of humanity ... to implement such a national program would turn back the entire historical course of humanity. Therefore, in every provincial-tribal federalism there is a certain share of anarchism, the denial of existing states. 59 First of all, in our opinion, it should be noted that reisner's project fits into the principles of Marxism, as the author himself understood and interpreted it, and did not contradict the statements of lenin, in particular, set out in his work "state and revolution. " 60 and although at the present time precisely these characteristics have turned into their opposite and are called accusations now, we try to evaluate objectively the doctrine and projects of reisner. as the sad fate of the federations created on the basis of the national principle defended by stalin (the ussr, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia) shows, the latter became a kind of "time bomb. " it finally exploded, burying the named federations (they all fell apart). Federation (1918 Federation ( -1985 , 6 Texts of the institute of state and law of the russian academy of sciences 24, 25 (2013) Chistyakov 1984, at 24-25. on 4 July 1918, 63 the draft developed by the board of the People's Commissariat of Justice -specifically by the professors-editors reisner and goikhbarg -was published in Izvestia. subsequently, stuchka clarified that, in fact, these two professors were the authors of the project and the project was only discussed at the board of the People's Commissariat of Justice. 64 gregory gurvich was the first writer to criticize the "professorial project. " however, he allowed himself to moderate his criticism and noted graciously that everything good in the "professorial project" was connected with the influence of the project of the Constitutional Commission of the all-russian Central executive Committee. 65 This statement raises doubts in the minds of the authors of this article on the following grounds.
The "Professorial
a particularly stinging objection of this critic was connected to the fact that there was no such term as "dictatorship of the proletariat" in the "professorial project." gurvich was not satisfied with the fact that already article 1 of the reisner-goikhbarg project stated quite definitely that, all power within the rsFsr belongs to the entire working population of the country united in the Councils of Deputies. let us suppose that reisner and goikhbarg, even if they were marxists by their beliefs and romantic supporters of the socialist revolution, did not use the term, which was followed by "iron power, won by violence and supported by violence. " 66 Time and history have shown how right these two legal scientists were in their fears. sixty years will pass before a.i. lukyanov will write that reisner argued against the wording of article 10 of the Constitution, reading that the power "belongs to the entire working population of the country, united in urban and rural soviets, " stating that it can be interpreted as the transfer of state power only to those elected to the soviets. The failure of this position, as lukyanov noted, was convincingly proved by the Bolsheviks. 67 as we see, on the contrary, this criticism is ungrounded. The wording 63 g.s. gurvich was mistaken in pointing out that this project was published on 1 July (on that day, monday, Izvestia did not come out at all). later, this mistake was repeated in other publications on this topic. of article 10 of the Constitution of the rsFsr is "fully adopted" from the reisnergoikhbarg project (art. 1).
gurvich criticized the reisner-goikhbarg project in terms of the status of the Councils of Deputies because it contained the words, "…not so much, what the Congress can and should do, but what it has no right to do. " 68 however, it is necessary here to defend the legal construction proposed by reisner and goikhbarg. First, an entire chapter (3) of the "professorial project" was devoted to the rights of the central government, and the defining of rights was carried out in a "positive form." all these questions could be solved both by the Congress of soviets and by the all-russian Central executive Committee and the Council of the People's Commissars. secondly, in chapter 4 of the project, "in order to prevent potential restoration of the capitalist order and bourgeois property, " there were fixed "restrictions" that even the Congress of soviets could not overcome 69 (twelve clauses concerning the prohibition of the annulment of the nationalization of land, industry, etc., the abolition of workers' weapons, separation of church and state, etc.).
later, referring to the issue of "restrictions" of the legislature of the highest authority, reisner explained that his project with goikhbarg proposed these restrictions in order to ensure the basic and sole right of the working people, namely the right for a social revolution and the establishment [as stated in the text] of the socialist order. 70 it is unlikely that, analyzing the content of these "restrictions, " the authors of the project can be suspected of "undermining soviet power" and threatening the revolution, as gurvich and other ruthless critics of the "professorial project" asserted. moreover, we note that the consolidation of "restrictions on changes to the Constitution" is fairly common in constitutional law practice. 71 The status of the all-russian Central executive Committee (fifteen clauses vs. six) and the status of the Council of the People's Commissars (fourteen clauses vs. eleven) were more developed in the "professorial project" than in the Constitution of the rsFsr. There were separate chapters in the "professorial project" "on the People's Commissariats" (ch. 7) and "on revising and Changing the Constitution" (ch. 8) that were absent in the text of the Constitution of the rsFsr, and this sets the "professorial project" apart.
let us note one more remarkable and undoubtedly positive feature of the "professorial project" which favorably distinguished it from all other projects: 68 gurvich 1923, at 85. 69 according to a caustic remark made by g.s. gurvich, these items "were put in the wrong place, in a completely inappropriate form, they lost all their impressiveness and aroused only sad thoughts. " Id. at 86. This criticism seems to us to be completely unfounded and simply spiteful. it contained an entire chapter on legislation (ch. 9, "on legislative and governmental acts, " arts. 72-79). here, it stated the supremacy of the Constitution in relation to current legislation, the prohibition of "retroactive law" (except in cases specified by law), the hierarchy of laws, the procedure for resolving conflicts of acts of soviets, etc. Today, there is still no special "law" in russia about the laws. moreover, a little later, comparing his and goikhbarg's project with the text of the adopted Constitution, reisner marked the advantage of the first over the second from a formal legal point of view. he wrote that the adopted Constitution completely does not know the particular concept of constitutional law. or, rather, it recognized only the moral value of it, that may be characteristic for the highest of socialist reorganization of society. Perhaps out of fear of return to the path of bourgeois constitutionality, the basic law of the soviets deliberately denies special forms for its publication or revision: it is established in the same order in which other laws of the republic are passed through the supreme bodythe russian Congress of soviets. 72 To the contrary, the "professorial project" emphasized the constitutional act from the formal point of view and made it difficult to abolish it and change it by establishing special conditions and methods of revision, that should distinguish it from the ordinary legislation (arts. 63-70 of the reisner-goikhbarg project). 73 Considering the text of the rsFsr Constitution of 1918 in connection with the drafting of the Constitution of the ussr (1936), stalin wrote after the text of the last section (vi): "vii. on amending the Constitution. " 74 The need for this section was defined in 1918 by reisner and goikhbarg, but their idea was not accepted then. moreover, reisner recognized this particular procedure for revising the Constitution not as a mere formality, but as a "special guarantee of the rights for the entire working class as a whole. " reisner wrote that:
The current constitution takes the standpoint of recognizing and guaranteeing the rights of public groups and associations in only one respect, this is in the matter of proclaiming national self-determination to individual nations or nations (article 8 of the Constitution of the rsFsr). The project of the People's Commissariat of Justice went much further in this respect. it was decided to give a formal expression to the guarantees of the rights of the working and exploited people and, moreover, in the most basic content of these rights - special requirement, that their cancellation could be made only by a special constitutional act, have precisely this meaning. 75 (emphasis added) in other words, the authors of the "professorial project" proposed a system of defensive institutions of socialism, a number of formal and material guarantees against the restoration of the "old order. " But their proposals were not heard. only in the subsequent constitutions of the country were these ideas, in fact, embodied.
The Constitution project developed by reisner and goikhbarg was reviewed on 3 July 1918 by a commission of the Central Committee of the russian Communist Party of the Bolshevik, headed by lenin. We could not establish the course of the discussion and its results, but it is obvious that a number of provisions of the "professorial project" were taken into account and "migrated" to the final text of the draft Constitution of the rsFsr, which was presented to the Fifth Congress of soviets.
Despite his fierce criticism, gurvich, nevertheless, had to admit that from this "professorial project" the final text of the Constitution borrowed the idea of paragraphs X and Xii of article 27 (arts. 21 and 22 of the Constitution), article 1 of the project is attached to article 2 of the "general Provisions" and together they constituted article 10 of the Constitution. We consider it important to note that a description of the emblem and the flag of Soviet Russia was borrowed from the "professorial project" for the text of the Constitution. 76 our comparative analysis of the "professorial project" and the text of the Constitution shows that the developers of the Constitution used the text of the draft somewhat more widely although without the literal reproduction of certain provisions.
Conclusion
in concluding the story of the reisner-goikhbarg project, especially in light of the sometimes fierce criticism, which has been heard for decades and has not decreased in the modern literature, let us present the assessment of the project given by Ya.m. sverdlov. after the completion of the procedure for adopting the first Constitution of the rsFsr, he, according to the memoirs of mikhail reisner, repeatedly told reisner that, The only mistake of the draft of the People's Commissariat and his [reisner's] proposals was that the authors did not take into account the times and were too eager to come forward .. in other words, as acknowledged by sverdlov, the "professorial project" was not "a means for destruction of the soviet power, " but was simply ahead of its time.
in 1993, mikhail reisner's idea of abandoning the national principle of building a federation was used in the drafting of the current russian Constitution. its authors s.s. alekseev and s.m. shakhray rejected the selfsame national principle.
